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Committee celebrates diversity
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Christopher Cali, a 2014 alum- nus and current graduate student at Notre Dame, recently started a company called Better Cheaper Bus LLC, which offers affordable transportation for Notre Dame, Saint Mary's and Holy Cross stu- dents to both O'Hare and Midway airports in Chicago.

Finally steps with the University are being taken to have the buses use McKenna Hall as a departure point,” Cali said.

Better Cheaper Bus identifies as a third party transportation service.
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GRC celebrates tenth anniversary

Notre Dame Gender Relations Center strives to promote healthy gender relations among students

By KELLY KONYA
Saint Mary’s Editor

The Notre Dame Gender Relations Center (GRC) will celebrate its 10th anniversary this Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Dooley and Sorin Rooms of LaFortune Student Center. The open house will consist of informational activities showcasing the work the GRC has done over the past 10 years and a hot chocolate bar, Danielle Aase, a student event coordinator with the GRC, said.

“The GRC 10th anniversary celebration is not only a celebration of what the GRC has accomplished over the last 10 years, but also a way for students to learn more about the history of the GRC and suggest ideas for conversations they would like to have in the future,” Aase said. “In addition to timelines detailing major GRC events over the last 10 years, there will be whiteboards available for students to write what the GRC and healthy gender relations means to them.

“There will also be a suggestion box for students to submit ideas for potential programs they would like to see in the future.” Past events have included
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Committee celebrates diversity

By KELLY KONYA
Saint Mary’s Editor

Within the Saint Mary’s Student Government Association (SGA) is the Council of Committee Chairs (CCC), headed by senior Katie Stare and made up of 18 committee chairs and co-chairs who lead 12 different committees.

Stare said the 12 committees encompass aspects of the College community such as Alumnae, Athletic, Community, First-Year Concerns, Food Services, Market Research and Media, Mission, Social Concerns, Sophia Program, Sustainability and Technology. But one of the committees worth spotlighting, having established and accomplished noteworthy goals during the fall semester, is the International Committee, Stare said.

The International Committee is spearheaded by co-chair and senior Catherine Sullivan and co-chair and sophomore Ruby Truong, who is an international student from Vietnam, Sullivan said.

“As committee chairs, we arrived back on campus a week early than everyone else in August to work on first-year orientation, and even before that, we did group bonding time where we broke into groups and talked about our goals for the year,” Sullivan said. “Those goals are still posted in the SGA office, and we check them off as we go along.”

Along with her co-chair Truong, Sullivan said she established early on in the year that the International
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Weather: 43°F

Faith and fellowship.

The Irish take on Michigan.

Fall concerts:

Fall MFA Student Reading Series
203 DeBartolo Hall
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

President’s Christmas Reception
Main Building
2 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Open to all University employees.

Mass in the Basilica
Basilica of the Sacred Heart
6:15 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.
Missa pro Populo
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SBPD aims to strengthen trust amongst community

By SAMANTHA ZUBA
Assistant Managing Editor

Why would you call the police? It’s an important question that University of Notre Dame Assistant Police Chief Ron Teachman and his department face, as they seek to stimulate civic engagement and strengthen relationships between police and the community.

The answer is a simple word—trust. It expresses a state of confidence difficult to achieve—trust.

“Trust is our goal,” Teachman said. “It’s our destination.”

Developing positive relationships that lead to trust in the police department is challenging when most of the department’s contact with citizens involves responding to calls for service. Most people don’t engage with us in a positive way, and we need to find ways to engage with people or at least non-adversarial contacts because most of our contact is adversarial,” Teachman said. “We pull you over for a traffic violation. We go to your house and do a drug raid. We go to your home to serve a warrant to a squeal party leaders.”

That last relationship, at least, has started to change in recent years, Teachman said.

“Before I came here, there was a shift in our relationship. When I arrived, the Notre Dame and the Notre Dame students that live off campus, Teachman said. “I’m told the department was adversarial, confrontational, not long ago.”

Teachman and other representatives of the department meet with student government officials and campus police to have “conversations about our expectations of each other” in an effort to better interact with students, Teachman said.

Strengthening trust remains an ongoing process for the department. When people don’t trust the police, they won’t consistently call to report certain crimes.

People tend to report property crimes because of the police insurance premium, Teachman said. “The relationship the individual victim has with the police department is almost irrelevant because you have an insurance motivator that requires you to report.”

Teachman said you could hate the police, you could hate the chief. But in order to get your insurance premium, you have to file a police report.

But with other crimes, that’s often not the case. In instances of assault or rape, a victim’s perception of the police matters, particularly when the assault was committed by someone the victim knew, Teachman said.

“You’re just going to see a male uniform, and he’s going to ask you personal questions about your relationship with this guy, and maybe you’ve had intimate relations before, so why is it rape tonight?” Teachman said. “And society’s judging you, and what were you wearing, and what did you do and were you drinking, were you leading this guy on? And all that stuff goes through your head, why would you call?”

“Did you believe that the police department was empathetic and approachable and competent, why would you call?”

Because of this, the department has worked with organizations such as the YWCA to improve its response to such incidents, Teachman said.

Gun violence also often goes unreported. After the department installed ShotSpotter, a program that uses an acoustic system to detect gunfire, it discovered that instances of gunshots recorded by ShotSpotter often weren’t reported by the public.

Teachman describes four reasons why people wouldn’t report gunfire: recognition (unsure whether they heard a gunshot), redundancy (they think someone else will call), retaliation (they fear retribution for being a “snitch”) and resignation (they are desensitized to gunfire).

In an effort to combat these problems, the South Bend Police Department has engaged in “collaborative policing,” efforts to better serve and protect by increasing community involvement.

“There’s never going to be enough money to effectively police a community without community involvement,” Teachman said. “There can never be enough police officers, and we’re never going to arrest our way out of this.

The answer is that the community engages in its own public safety program.”

The department has adopted a number of strategies to ignite this kind of community engagement. For example, in schools, the department has sought to increase positive, “non-adversarial contact” by taking time to read with kids or play sports at recess.

“When kids see the officer who comes to school, whether it’s the police officer or a captain on the officer on that beat, regularly comes to school and engages with them, then when they see that same uniform after school and out of school, it’s ‘someone’s in a security capacity, but it’s also a friend.” Teachman said. “It’s a supporter. It’s someone you cares about them. We think that translates. That’s why we wear a uniform in the first place.”

A change in departmental practice—the regionalization of beats—has played a key role in the collaborative policing strategy, Teachman said. “By increasing contact to beats based on geography rather than time of day so that they become familiar with the area they police. Knowing neighborhoods keeps officers safe and helps residents get to know their police officers.”

“You get to have a relationship,” Teachman said. “You’re not just some guy driving around in a squad car with tinted windows, (and) you never get out of the car unless you’re going to arrest someone or yell at them.”

The crime rate might even seem to increase as people feel more comfortable reporting crimes they wouldn’t have before, Teachman said.

But so far, the department has seen positive outcomes, Teachman said. “We’ve added an increase in citizens reporting gunfire. Public reporting of gunfire has increased to over 25 per day. The thought is the truth and the dignity of women through her writings and frequent letters,” according to the IDND website.

This year’s conference’s name sake, Edith Stein, was canonized in 1998 as St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross and “fought for the truth and the dignity of women through her writings and frequent letters,” according to the IDND website. Working as a teacher, nurse and philosopher and eventually as a cloistered Carmelite nun, she was married at Auschwitz in 1942. The club website states: “We look to Edith Stein for inspiration as a model of turning one’s heart to God and as someone who lived her vocation with the genuine spirit of self-gift.”

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Edith Stein Project Conference.

“The club was founded in 2004, and the first conference was held in the spring of 2005,” IDND president and senior Mary Kate Martinson said. “The IDND Project has hosted an annual conference every spring since its founding.”

Although the annual conference serves as the club’s main event, IDND co-sponsors other campus events that promote the Catholic identity of Notre Dame and help students develop as Catholic leaders, Alexandra DeSanctis, IDND co-president and junior, said. The club meets on Tuesday nights at 7 p.m. in the McNeill Room of LaFortune.

“We foster fruitful conversation about issues of identity … and healthy relationships,” DeSanctis said. “We often read articles on these topics and discuss in a group. The meetings are also often used as a time to plan for the conference.”

Contact idnd@nd.edu or visit the club Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/identityND for more information about the club or the conference. Register for the conference online at www3.nd.edu/~idnd/. Registration is free for Notre Dame students.

Contact Bianca Almada at balmada@nd.edu

Follow us on Twitter @ObserverNDSMC

Identity Project addresses issues of human dignity

By BIANCA ALMADA
News Writer

The Identity Project of Notre Dame (IDND), a student club that addresses issues of sexuality and human dignity through the lens of a Catholic Church teaching, is in the midst of planning its annual Edith Stein Project Conference.

“The Edith Stein Project Conference is the largest student-run conference in the United States,” Hailey Vrdolyak, club co-president and junior, said. “The conference brings together 30 speakers who discuss how the Catholic Church can offer to the discussion of issues faced on college campuses, such as the hook-up culture, pornography and other topics regarding human sexuality.”

Vrdolyak said past conferences have been attended by more than 300 people, including Notre Dame, Saint Mary’s, Holy Cross students and professors. This year’s conference, to be held Feb. 6-7 in McNich Hall, will address the theme of “Radiant Image: Cultivating Authentic Identity in the Modern World” and will focus on the central idea of living in God’s image, according to the IDND website.

The conference’s name sake, Edith Stein, was canonized in 1998 as St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross and “fought for the truth and the dignity of women through her writings and frequent letters,” according to the IDND website. Working as a teacher, nurse and philosopher and eventually as a cloistered Carmelite nun, she was married at Auschwitz in 1942. The club website states: “We look to Edith Stein for inspiration as a model of turning one’s heart to God and as someone who lived her vocation with the genuine spirit of self-gift.”

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Edith Stein Project Conference.

“The club was founded in 2004, and the first conference was held in the spring of 2005,” IDND president and senior Mary Kate Martinson said. “The Identity Project has hosted an annual conference every spring since its founding.”

Although the annual conference serves as the club’s main event, IDND co-sponsors other campus events that promote the Catholic identity of Notre Dame and help students develop as Catholic leaders, Alexandra DeSanctis, IDND co-president and junior, said. The club meets on Tuesday nights at 7 p.m. in the McNeill Room of LaFortune.

“We foster fruitful conversation about issues of identity … and healthy relationships,” DeSanctis said. “We often read articles on these topics and discuss in a group. The meetings are also often used as a time to plan for the conference.”

Contact idnd@nd.edu or visit the club Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/identityND for more information about the club or the conference. Register for the conference online at www3.nd.edu/~idnd/. Registration is free for Notre Dame students.

Contact Bianca Almada at balmada@nd.edu

Follow us on Twitter @ObserverNDSMC

The conference brings together 30 speakers to discuss what the Catholic Church can offer to the discussion of issues faced on college campuses, such as the hook-up culture, pornography and other topics regarding human sexuality.

Hailey Vrdolyak
co-president
Identity Project of Notre Dame
Committee
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Committee would focus on three goals.

“One of the first goals we worked towards was the Diversity Dinners, which bring together different cuisines that represent groups of international students to celebrate the diversity of our student body,” she said. “We wanted to have four or five the first year (this school year), which highlight different aspects of the culture that represents Saint Mary’s and also the tri-campus community.”

Sullivan said the two Diversity Dinners that were held during the fall semester were very successful — more successful than she and Truong had predicted.

“The Italian Dinner, which took place in September, was the kickoff Diversity Dinner event, and then we had the Chinese Diversity Dinner in November,” she said. “They both sold out, so to speak, because each dinner is limited to 50 people, and we had some extras sneak in.”

In the spring semester, Sullivan said the International Committee has planned a Tunisian dinner and a Vietnamese dinner.

“It’s great because all of the food is either cooked by our students, by our faculty or is donated by local restaurants,” she said. “So we are also helping local restaurants in the South Bend community, alongside our international community.”

According to Sullivan, the committee’s second goal for the year was to help the international students at Saint Mary’s make their way into the bigger community as a whole.

“At Saint Mary’s, we have that issue that the international students are sort of on their own. Even at orientation, the international group is separated,” she said. “We wanted to work on integrating them as best as we could, so the Diversity Dinners work towards this goal — in that anyone can come to them, and it also teaches non-international students about other cultures.

“At the Chinese dinner, we were actually taught about the seven different areas of China and the different cuisine that come with each region and why that happened and how that developed. One of our Fulbright scholars did the presentation on it, so that was really great.”

The third and final goal of the committee is the International Buddy Program, which pairs each new international student with a returning Saint Mary’s student, Sullivan said.

“Basically, you sign up to be a roommate for an international student and end up rooming with the person,” she said. “This way, the international students can easily feel apart of the community and have a friend base, which intertwines with our second goal.”

This program will begin during the spring semester or next fall and will be organized under an application process facilitated by the International Committee and Residence Hall Association.

“Things will majorly help with the rooming situation for international students because oftentimes these students are juniors or seniors who get randomly paired with first-year students, and it doesn’t work out so well,” Sullivan said. “And single [dorms] are a bad idea because they don’t get to practice English or meet anyone.”

Contact Kelly Konya at kkonya01@saintmarys.edu

Saint Mary’s international students attend the Chinese Diversity Dinner in November, the second dining event hosted by the International Committee of the Student Government Association.

Bus
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provider with the central goal of making transportation more efficient as well as more affordable to students. Cali said the idea came to him when one of his friends experienced frustration with the transportation to Midwestern airports.

“My friend, Rory Dunne, took a trip back home to Ireland, and when he came back here, he had a 5-hour layover using the current transportation service,” Cali said.

Cali said it was his friend’s personal inconvenience that helped him to conceive the idea of Better Cheaper Bus.

“It was the week before Thanksgiving that we started talking about it,” Cali said. “Through interviews with students, we got a lot of good feedback to make it more efficient.”

Cali said the idea of creating a business to benefit students, Better Cheaper Bus also benefits the South Bend community by donating 20 percent of its profits to the South Bend Center for the Homeless.

“When we were thinking about the business, we realized it typically fell around certain holidays,” Cali said. “We figured that we talk a lot about social responsibility, and the Center came up in our minds really quickly.”

This donation is the reason behind the business’ slogan, "Ride With A Cause." The money donated to the South Bend Center for the Homeless will help to finance holiday dinners during the Christmas season.

“Starting a business isn’t easy, and we’re learning a ton,” Cali said. “We circumvented difficulties by getting the word out early, talking to students and creating a ‘Request Time’ button on our website.”

Cali said the input of students is crucial to the entire entrepreneurial process and led to the “Request Time” button and student interviews. Through student feedback, Better Cheaper Bus could decide when services would assist students the most.

“We’re thinking of running it during Christmas — spring break and at the end of spring semester,” Cali said.

Better Cheaper Bus aims to provide a more efficient option for transportation, and Cali also hopes to make the students’ experiences more comfortable and enjoyable.

“We’re offering WiFi; we have phone chargers on board and hopefully a DVD player. All the while, you’re donating 20 percent of what you spend to charity,” Cali said. “It’s a simple way to give back without necessarily lifting a finger.”

Contact Serena Ponio at sponio@nd.edu
The Gender Relations Center opened on a part-time basis in the fall of 2004 and became a full department in the Division of Student Affairs in the fall of 2005, Gesicki said. Heather Rakocy Russell, the Pangborn Hall Rector at the time, was hired as the founding director, Gesicki said.

“In the few years prior to the GRC’s founding, the first female president of the student body, Brooke Norton, and other campus student leaders had called for the creation of a university-sponsored ‘Center for Men and Women,’” Gesicki said.

“Though loosely modeled on women’s centers at other top 25 universities, the GRC was, from the outset, meant to serve as a resource for all students at Notre Dame as they navigate healthy relationships, gender and sexuality within the Catholic character of the University.”

The GRC is dedicated to promoting moral formation in order to create a healthy culture at Notre Dame, Gesicki said. It seeks to engage the campus in respectful dialogue and to build a community honoring the human dignity of all students.

“As an office in the Division of Student Affairs, the GRC designs and implements programs about healthy relationships, gender and sexuality consistent with the Catholic character of the University,” Gesicki said. “It creates dialogue on campus by collaborating with student groups, other departments at Notre Dame and community organizations in South Bend.”

Aase said she learned about the Gender Relations Center during freshmen orientation and knew right away she wanted to get involved.

“’I think the GRC is incredibly important because it facilitates conversations that I believe are necessary to have on campus – ones that help our community become stronger,’” Aase said. “’The GRC puts on programming about topics such as healthy relationships, sexual and gender identity and violence prevention.’”

“’I think educating people on these topics makes the community a healthier and more welcoming place.’”

Solosohl milestones in the 10-year history of the GRC have included the transition from a part-time to a full-time office, Gesicki said. By fall 2010, the GRC’s office space, programming and budget had all quadrupled from their initial size, Gesicki said.

“We also expanded in ways that allowed us to delve further into the intersectionality of identities, with the hiring of an assistant director for outreach services, a position that included ‘Men & Masculinity’ initiatives in 2012 and assistant director for LGBTQ student concerns in 2013,” Gesicki said.

The GRC also sponsors various training sessions for students, staff and faculty, Gesicki said.

“We offer support and guidance to students as they seek to answer three important questions: Who am I? Who am I with others? Who am I with God?’” Gesicki said.

“We provide opportunities for leadership development through various roles in our student leaders program: FIESTA Starters, event facilitators and dorm commission- ers, as well as student office assistants.”

We strive to provide varied opportunities for students to learn to develop healthy and safe relationships, while acknowledging and lifting up the inherent dignity of self and other as those created in God’s likeness.”

Contact Kayla Mullen at kmullen2@nd.edu

Rwandans, Palmer and Schulte initiated conversa- tion with the question, “How do you want to be remem- bered?” The variety of an- swers to that question, such as “I pray,” was life chang- ing, Palmer said.

During their time in Rwanda, Schulte and Palmer lived by the saying, “We don’t wait for road to be built; we build them ourselves.” A quote adopted from Pastor John, a friend made in Rwanda, Palmer said. Both learned about the world and themselves and how to grasp every moment of life.

“Time is money, and we don’t know how much time we do have, and that’s one thing the Rwandans defi- nitely made clear,” Palmer said. “And yet they live every day to the fullest. I think life is a series of single moments, and we need to grasp that.”

Contact Kathryn Marshall at kmarshalb2@saintmarys.edu
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Christopher Damian, a 2013 Notre Dame graduate, speaks at a GRC-sponsored event titled “Gay and Catholic” on Oct. 9.

Saint Mary’s alumna, Liz Palmer ’13, reflects Monday evening in Moreau Center for the Arts on her experi- ences in Rwanda, which included meeting both victims and perpetrators of the Rwandan genocide.
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What’s up, Dec. 9th?

Ronni Darling
News Writer

Happy pre finals week to all! We are just 11 days away from the end of the semester, and even fewer remain for those lucky few. As the days until the end of the semester dwindle, I have, like many (most) of us, lost almost all sense of creativity. Instead of riddling you with the quintessential “finals survival guide,” I thought it would be nice to acknowledge some events that took place on this day in history. In the hull of my studies I came across a website that lists events in chronological order that took place Dec. 9. I apologize for slapping all of you studying for history finals with even more dates. In case some of these events ever happen to show up on trivia, you’re welcome.

1793 — Noah Webster establishes New York’s first daily newspaper, American Minerva.
1926 — USAF legalizes steel shaft golf clubs.
1941 — Hitler orders US ships torpedoned.
1953 — General Electric announces all communist employees will be fired.
1968 — Frank Sinatra Jr. is kidnapped.
1968 — KRNJ TV channel 12 in Merrimak, NB (PBS) begins broadcasting.
1968 — NLS (a system for which hyper-text is developed) is publicly demonstrated for the first time in San Francisco.
1978 — The first game of Women’s Pro Basketball League (WBL), Chicago Hustle vs. Milwaukee Doves.
1983 — United States performs nuclear test at Nevada Test Site.
1985 — Phoenix Arizona, gets 3” of snow (Hmm...).
1987 — Larry Bird ends streak of 59 consecutive free throws.
1988 — New York Yankees sign 12-year television contract with MSG for $500M.
1993 — “My Fair Lady” opens at Virginia Theater NYC for 165 performances.
2005 — “Brokeback Mountain,” starring Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhaal, is released.
2013 — No. 89 jersey (Ditka) is retired by the Chicago Bears. Also, a happy 56th birthday to Donny Osmond!

But wait! There are many other events listed that I did not mention due to my limited word count. If you would like to inquire more about Dec. 9 or any other day of the year, you can check out the site, http://www.brainyhistory.com/days for yourself.

Contact Ronni Darling at ronni@ndsu.edu

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Originality: The story of Susan

Erin Thomassen
The Examined Life

Be original. It’s the advice Susie got from her parents, college counselors and the Disney Channel. This advice stressed Susie out, for Susie realized she was about as original as a Disney Channel Original Movie. If you have yet to see High School Musical 1, 2 or 3, that is to say Susie was not very original.

Susie thought she had an original Halloween costume, but it turned out that 23.7 percent of the Notre Dame student body also owned a furry animal onesie and decided to wear it on October the 31st. She thought she had original likes and dislikes until Facebook told her that 24,587 other people also liked guacamole facials. Susie thought she was the only one to cheer against the ND football team until she met every Michigan fan. If you’re not getting the point yet, Susie both tried and failed to be original.

Susie would not give up. Whenever there was aull in the conversation, Susie tried to make an original insight, such as 1) Hey, what if what I see as blue is what you see as red? 2) Hey, what if our dreams are reality, and reality is a dream? and 3) Hey, can you really bite your finger off as easily as a carrot?

Susie offered these profound thoughts and waited for her new acquaintances to gawk at her awesome brainpower. Instead, they shrugged or nodded, mentioning they had heard that before.

Those shrugs, nods and mentions sit Susie’s soul, shedding type B blood (This is a sneaky way of implying that even her blood was unoriginal). Oooh, metaphor, it’s so deep and cheesy and wonderful, like a huge bowl of nachos).

Susie picked herself up and brushed herself off from these disappointments and decided she needed to come up with some truly original material if anyone was ever going to find her interesting. Then she realized that lots of people pick themselves up and brush themselves off, so she picked herself down and brushed herself on. Then she got to work (her original spelling of work).

Susie made a list of original things that only she had thought of, but got stuck after “parents are not potatoes.”

She was pretty sure she was the only one who confused her father with Mr. Potato Head as a child. When she was baby-sitting, though, she learned that an unfortunate number of children spend more time with Mr. Potato Head than with their fathers who worked overtime and likewise confuse their starchy partner with a starchy vegetable.

Now Susie gave up on her list. She decided instead to observe those around her, find the thing that no one is doing, and do that thing. Then, and only then, would she be original.

Susie saw lots of people walking and talking, so she decided to do neither in the future. She saw babies crawling and making gaga sounds, so she wouldn’t do that either, no matter how tempting it was. She saw a frog hopping, but didn’t see any people hopping, so she penciled in hopping as an option (She wasn’t sure yet if it was original and didn’t want to jump to any conclusions).

Susie saw an old man napping in the park, so she decided to no longer nap. She saw some babies sleeping in their cradles, so she would no longer sleep. She spotted some children playing leapfrog and crossed hopping off her list.

Susie was somewhat limited on her transportation options, as she chose to no longer walk, crawl or hop. Inspired by some birds, she decided she could try flying. She didn’t have wings and couldn’t drink Redbull (not original), so she boogied (instead of walking) to the airport. Waiting for her flight, she got tired and almost fell asleep, but could not let herself do so, as she remembered the old man napping in the park.

She kept herself awake until her flight arrived and boogied on board. The flight attendant stopped her and told her she was allowed only one carry-on and had two bags under her eyes. Susie wanted to slap the aforementioned flight attendant, but had seen other people slap people in movies when they were offended. She had never seen anyone do the Macarena when they were insulted, and she was already warmed up from boogieing, so she did the Macarena until the flight attendant gave up and let her on board.

That is when Susie realized how much fun it could be to do what other people didn’t do. Other people didn’t do it because they were getting weird looks, so Susie loved it. Other people didn’t like having their sanity questioned, so Susie loved it. Other people didn’t like getting arrested for causing disturbances, so Susie loved it.

Doing downward dog in her prison cell (she couldn’t sit because the other prisoners were sitting), Susie took a good look at the other inmates and decided none of them looked happy. So, of course, Susie had to become the happiest inmate who ever existed. Finally, she was original, and finally, she was truly happy. She just had to forget that she was wearing the same orange uniform as everyone else.

Erin Thomassen is a sophomore studying mechanical engineering. Send her comments or questions about her sanity at ethomass@nd.edu.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Meet the new deal, same as the old deal

Billy McMahon
Blue Collar Blues

In August of this year, I traveled deep into rebel territory in Chiapas, Mexico, to the jungle compound of “La Realidad” — a major base of operations for the Zapatista Army of National Liberation. I was welcomed by the masked revolutionaries and invited to stay as long as I liked. They called me “compañero” and asked me to write of their global struggle against neoliberalism, which they call the War Against Oblivion. Their 20 years of rebellion began on January 1, 1994 — the day the North American Free Trade Agreement went into effect. From union halls in Chicago to rebel villages in Chiapas, the new era of global “free trade” has been denounced as an affront to workers’ rights and human dignity.

This Wednesday, President Obama clashed with labor unions and their supporters over the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership. Encompassing 12 countries and some 800 million people, the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is the NAFTA on a larger stage. Including the original NAFTA countries — Canada, the United States and Mexico — plus Vietnam, Malaysia, Australia, Chile, Brunei, New Zealand, Singapore, Peru and Japan, the TPP promises to rewrite the terms of international trade on a massive scale.

After years of secret negotiations between governments and corporations, the proposed treaty has drawn fire from both its content and the process that has produced it. The Trans-Pacific Partnership takes the framework of the NAFTA, increases the scale and adds provisions even more harmful to the maintenance of a fair and fair society.
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Billy McMahon is a senior studying Latin American history and is active in the labor movement. He welcomes all comments at wmcmahon@nd.edu. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Winter semester, deceptively named “spring term,” can be a time of stylistic regression. Take the gifts and time Christmas break offers to refresh your wardrobe and delay the onset of the daily groutfit. Don’t know what to ask for? Here are a few tips:

Alterations on your suit
You wear your suit on the most important occasions of your life. As January rolls around, you’ll start having interviews for future positions, presentations in your classes and finals to show off your sartorial class, so you’ll want the suit that makes a difference. Even if it’s a hand-me-down, having a suit tailored to fit makes you look on top of your game, even if you’re focusing on containing your nerves. Wearing a baggy suit is just as out of style as baggy jeans are, and no one should look like a Zoot Suit Riot enthusiast.

Ties, especially from The Tie Bar
Everyone loves ties; it is scientifically proven. To be on your game, snag a couple slimmer, 2.5-inch-wide ties to go with your newly fitted suit. I never understood why men began to wear wider and wider ties, but thankfully, your game, snag a couple slimmer, 2.5-inch-wide ties to go with your newly fitted suit. I never understood why men began to wear wider and wider ties, but thankfully, “Mad Men” reminded us of the glorious 1960s slim ties.

A tweed blazer
The winter coat of blazers. In the bone-rattling winters of Indiana, it can be an extra layer, and in the spring and fall, you can use it to replace a light jacket. The versatility of this piece also amazes: You can throw it on with jeans and a T-shirt, or wear it to a holiday party with the same jeans, a button-down and the tie you snaggled off The Tie Bar.

When browsing colors, avoid the browns, unless you’re trying to be mistaken for someone’s philosophy professor. Snag a grey herringbone for a classic or a dark blue as a risk. Elbow patches optional.

A fisherman, or any chunky, sweater
If I could choose one article of clothing to wear for the rest of the eternity that is winter, it would be a thick, chunky, knit sweater. Be it a Fair Isle cardigan or a cable-knit fisherman sweater, these beauties have the substance and warmth that you want once the chill sets in. Then, as green re-emerges, they can be dug back out to enjoy the woods in style. Just as they blend heat and elegance, a chunky sweater will convey the gruff, outdoorsy man and the creative soul of Hemingway all in one. When specifically should you wear it? Holiday parties, shoveling snow, jetting off ski slopes or cradling a mug of hot chocolate in one hand and a novel in the other.

Socks
Everyone needs socks. Running out of socks means doing laundry. Don’t run out of socks.

Contact Daniel Barabasi at dbaraba1@nd.edu.

Justine Marino and the Humor Artists performed at Legends on Saturday night just before Hip Hop Night was cancelled due to a power outage.

The Humor Artists were on first, performing their improv games for the audience. They started off with “Four Corners,” in which four of the performers take prompts in pairs from the audience and rotate when called for a new prompt.

The next game they played was “Replay.” Three of the artists performed a scene based on an adjective and noun provided by the audience (“Slippery Finland”) and then were asked to replay it using different emotions and then again with a different genre. During the emotions section, we learned “constipation” was an emotion, at least at a Humor Artists’ show.

The highlight of their performance was perhaps the “Dating Game.” One of the artists leaves the stage while with the communist). The first artist was asked to guess who/what the three contestants were (she was spot on with Paris Hilton, guessed the male prostitute after a few more hints and took a little bit about her own beginnings in improv before going into the main part of her set.

A couple of themes recurred during her monologue. The first was her strong desire to learn either the shmondy dance or the nay-nay dance. It was kindled by her knowledge that Hip Hop Night was to follow her show, and she wanted one of the audience members to show her how to do it. One of the students in the back claimed to know it (or his friends claimed he did), but there never was an answer on how to perform the shmondy.

One of the best bits of the show was her discussion of the different ways guys and girls get ready for a night out. She imitated guys and girls performing the different stereotypical things they do to get ready and reflected on how strange the opposites were. Perhaps the best bit was her parody of girls talking about a night out the way guys are often depicted to do.

She commented a few times on the oddities of Notre Dame and specifically pantsless. Marino asked the audience if we went out, hooked up and then went home alone or if car hook-ups were still a thing at Notre Dame. This led into a couple of stories from her own experience at an all-girls Catholic high school.

Her show also included bits about what it means to be doing laundry. Don’t run out of socks.

Contact Daniel Barabasi at dbaraba1@nd.edu.

Jenny McCarthy’s “Dirty Sexy Funny” on Netflix and has a couple videos available online at justinemarino.com.

Contact Caelin Miltko at cmoriari@nd.edu.
Williams, perhaps known best for her role as Marnie Michaels on HBO’s “Girls” (and for being the daughter of NBC’s “Nightly News” host Brian Williams), shines brightest as Peter Pan when the focus is not on her limited dancing skills but on the emotion she effectively emits during the broadcast’s quieter moments. Her best scenes include her gentle yet heart-tugging number, “When I Went Home,” and her reactions to internal pain, such as the clutching her heart in uncertainty about how to interpret the heartbeat of seeing Wendy, her brothers and the Lost Boys go back to London to grow up, never to return to Neverland.

Whatever sins I spotted and nitpicked, they were nearly forgotten by the production’s end scene, a bittersweet reunion between Peter and a grown-up Wendy (played by a refreshing Minnie Driver, also the show’s narrator). The emotional weight within these final minutes transcends the miscasting of Walken and the half-hearted delivery of lines.

Growing up in a physical sense is out of our hands. Maturing comes with acceptance of that physical transformation. Time in our world is measured in technical, practical and serious terms. However, Neverland knows no such measurements.

It is a mixture of everything Peter Pan embodies: youth, joy and freedom. We all want to go to Neverland, if only to hold those memories which we will have forever, long past our maturity into adulthood. This is the ultimate theme of “Peter Pan,” and it is exactly what makes the end title a fulfilling conclusion to an otherwise offbeat production. You want to return to Neverland despite whatever elements of its setting and people you did not wholly appreciate.

Contact Emilie Kefalas at ekefa01@sidnarmy.edu
Ten bowls no one should miss

Josh Dulany
Sports Writer

The holiday season is here. The turkeys have come and gone; the impending doom of finals is in the air; and it’s beginning to look and smell a lot like Christmas.

However, I will be spending my Christmas far away from this winter wonderland. In fact, I will be on the sunny and 75-degree weather that Ethiopia offers. Yet, while Ethiopia has no snow, it also has no cable TV. So, although I will have family and food, football will be sorely lacking — especially college football bowl games.

Yes, you may have heard, there is a college football playoff this year. The committee has laid out its picks, and everyone outside of leukemia is a college football playoff this year. We have already won five more games than they did in last year’s 2nd place, and we are that much higher.

O’Brien and the Texans don’t talk about their possibilities for the postseason because they know there’s no way they’ll get there if they don’t focus on each opponent.

5. Sugar Bowl: Alabama vs. Ohio State

I am less excited about this game than some because I don’t like either team and really just never find it fun to watch both of them play. Still, Saban and Meyer are two of the best ever, and it will be fun to watch the SEC powers play out between them. However, Saban has a few more NFL-bound pieces and isn’t using his third-string quarterback. Advantage goes to the Tide.

4. Orange Bowl: Mississippi State vs. Georgia Tech

Two teams that have exceeded expectations and have thrilling dual-threat quarterbacks. Can Tech knock off another SEC powerhouse or will Dak Prescott put a final exclamation point on a fantastic season for the Bulldogs?

3. Peach Bowl: TCU vs. Ole Miss

The Horned Frogs will be disappointed to have made the top four, and Ole Miss knows it was literally an inch — and a Laquon Treadwell injury — from the College Football Playoff. Can TCU make the SEC look foolish?

9. Liberty Bowl: Texas A&M vs. West Virginia

This game would be the polar opposite of the one above, as it’s possible no one will even bother to play defense. This should be a fun track-meet of a contest where both teams chase 50 points. O’Brien said.

"This game right here is a playoff game," O’Brien said. "As far as that’s concerned, as far as our team, this is a big game." Houston lost to the Colts 33-28 in the first meeting this season after falling behind 24-0 in the first quarter. The Texans were forced to punt on their first three possessions in that game and the Colts recovered an onside kick to build the lead.

O’Brien doesn’t like to talk about the past, but he is reminding his team about its struggles in that one.

"The thing that happened in the last Indiana game can’t happen," O’Brien said. "If we do, we have no chance. We can’t get down like that to a really good football team and expect to win, especially on the road."

The Texans have won two games in a row for the first time since 2013 with a torn ACL in his right knee. O’Brien believes his team has grown since the last game against the Colts. Houston trails TCU 11-7 at halftime on Sunday before rallying for a 27-13 victory over Jacksonville.

"I thought our guys came in at halftime and really had a resolve about them that they were going to go out and win the game and that they were going to play better over the last half of the game," O’Brien said. "I think that has improved over the year."

The Texans could have to face Indianapolis without Andre Johnson after the receiver suffered a concussion on a helmet-to-helmet hit on Sunday. O’Brien said Johnson will have to go through the concussion protocol and that he’ll be listed to day to day this week.

If the can’t go the Texans could rely more heavily on slot receiver Damarious Johnson, who has 250 yards receiving and a touchdown in limited action this season.

"That slot position is a very important position for us," O’Brien said. "We certainly want it to be more mature and reliable than it has been this year."

Houston’s defense was bolstered by the return of corner Moose Rosas, who missed three games with a knee injury. It’s a unit that has been led all season by defensive end J.J. Watt, who had another big game on Sunday.

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Colts coach Chuck Pagano has an explanation for Reggie Wayne’s recent struggles but not for how he contributes and how he can make the clutch catch and all the things.

Wayne’s triceps injury

Associated Press

THE Houston Texans took care of business against two bad teams.

Now they are moving on to face much tougher competition, starting with Sunday’s trip to Indianapolis, a place where they’ve never won.

Coach Bill O’Brien doesn’t have to say anything to his team about this game in Indianapolis. We're well aware that we have not won there," O'Brien said.

The Texans are in first place in the AFC South, two games ahead of second-place Houston with three games left in the regular season. The Texans have already won five more games than they did in last year’s 2nd place, and we are that much higher.

O’Brien and the Texans don’t talk about their possibilities for the postseason because they know there’s no way they’ll get there if they don’t focus on each opponent.

"This game right here is a playoff game," O’Brien said. "As far as that’s concerned, as far as our team, this is a big game." Houston lost to the Colts 33-28 in the first meeting this season after falling behind 24-0 in the first quarter. The Texans were forced to punt on their first three possessions in that game and the Colts recovered an onside kick to build the lead.

O’Brien doesn’t like to talk about the past, but he is reminding his team about its struggles in that one.

"The thing that happened in the last Indiana game can’t happen," O’Brien said. "If we do, we have no chance. We can’t get down like that to a really good football team and expect to win, especially on the road."

The Texans have won two games in a row for the first time since 2013 with a torn ACL in his right knee. O’Brien believes his team has grown since the last game against the Colts. Houston trails TCU 11-7 at halftime on Sunday before rallying for a 27-13 victory over Jacksonville.

"I thought our guys came in at halftime and really had a resolve about them that they were going to go out and win the game and that they were going to play better over the last half of the game," O’Brien said. "I think that has improved over the year."

The Texans could have to face Indianapolis without Andre Johnson after the receiver suffered a concussion on a helmet-to-helmet hit on Sunday. O’Brien said Johnson will have to go through the concussion protocol and that he’ll be listed to day to day this week.

If the can’t go the Texans could rely more heavily on slot receiver Damarious Johnson, who has 250 yards receiving and a touchdown in limited action this season.

"That slot position is a very important position for us," O’Brien said. "We certainly want it to be more mature and reliable than it has been this year."

Houston’s defense was bolstered by the return of corner Moose Rosas, who missed three games with a knee injury. It’s a unit that has been led all season by defensive end J.J. Watt, who had another big game on Sunday.

Associated Press

10. Texas Bowl: Texas vs. Arkansas

Is anyone going to score in this game? Both teams are brutal in the trenches, and both teams are brutal to watch on offense. The last two Heisman winners.

"You know what, he battles every week, coming back from mid-sentence.

Two weeks earlier, in a win against Cincinnati. But pagano isn’t giving away all the cards if he plays in Sunday’s regular season home finale.

"Wayne hasn’t been 100 percent since sitting out against Pittsburgh on Oct. 26, Wayne has only 17 receptions for 207 yards and one touchdown in five games since the last time he played. The games have been especially difficult.

Wayne was targeted eight times Sunday and dropped three. He finished with one catch for 5 yards, ending an NFL record streak of 82 consecutive games with three or more receptions, though he did run the key rule route that led to Andrew Luck’s winning touchdown pass to TJ Hilton.

Two weeks earlier, in a win over Jacksonville, Luck threw two short passes to Wayne in the waning minutes to keep the reception streak alive. After Wayne got his third reception, Luck started going to his knee.

With his contract about to expire, Wayne's declining productivity has led to speculation about the future of a 36-year-old receiver who signed the last nine regular-season games in 2013 with a torn ACL in his right knee.

Through the years, Wayne has been the model of consistency. He had seven straight 1,000-yard seasons, topped the 100-catch mark three times in four years and is tied with Peyton Manning for 208 and most wins (141) in franchise history. Wayne could break those records if he plays in Sunday’s regular season home finale.

"Wayne's triceps injury has been the model of consistency. He had seven straight 1,000-yard seasons, topped the 100-catch mark three times in four years and is tied with Peyton Manning for 208 and most wins (141) in franchise history. Wayne could break those records if he plays in Sunday’s regular season home finale.

"Wayne's triceps injury has been the model of consistency. He had seven straight 1,000-yard seasons, topped the 100-catch mark three times in four years and is tied with Peyton Manning for 208 and most wins (141) in franchise history. Wayne could break those records if he plays in Sunday’s regular season home finale.

"Wayne's triceps injury has been the model of consistency. He had seven straight 1,000-yard seasons, topped the 100-catch mark three times in four years and is tied with Peyton Manning for 208 and most wins (141) in franchise history. Wayne could break those records if he plays in Sunday’s regular season home finale.
Butler cruises to win after climbing to 15th in AP poll
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Roosevelt Jones scored 14 of his 19 points in the first half, and No. 15 Butler beat Kennesaw State 93-51 on Monday night.

Kelan Martin had 17 points and Kellen Dunham added 13 for the Bulldogs (8-2), who have won four straight games. Jones finished with seven rebounds and seven assists.

Yonei Brown had 14 points for the Owls (3-7), who have lost three in a row. Delbert Love and Orlando Coleman each scored 11.

The Bulldogs led by as many as 26 points in the first half. They had an early 10-2 run and took a 32-15 lead when Austin Etherington converted a three-point play with 10:22 left.

Butler was 16 of 25 from the field in the first half and led 52-27 at the break.

The Bulldogs moved up eight spots in this week’s AP poll from No. 23. They knocked off in-state rival Indiana State and beat Northwestern 65-56 last week to land the team’s highest ranking since it was No. 9 in January 2013.

No. 20 Miami bounces back following first defeat
Associated Press

CORAL GABLES, Fla. — Angel Rodriguez scored 17 points and No. 20 Miami responded from its first loss of the season and routed Savannah State 70-39 on Monday night.

The Hurricanes (9-1) never trailed and increased an 11-point halftime lead with a 13-2 spurt in the opening 6:39 of the second half. Miami Lecomte’s 3-point play with 13:21 remaining ended the spurt and gave Miami its first 20-point lead at 46-25.

The Hurricanes had their first 30-point lead at 64-33 after Sheldon McClellan’s two free throws with 2:53 remaining. Miami outscored Savannah State 36-16 in the second half.

McClellan and Lecomte each finished with 15 points for the Hurricanes, who dropped five spots in the rankings following a 68-55 home loss against Wisconsin-Green Bay on Saturday.

Rodriguez’s 3-pointer and three free throws in the first 8:20 helped the Hurricanes start the game with a 17-4 lead. Tonye Jekiri’s layup with 11:46 remaining in the first half ended the early surge for Miami.

The Hurricanes had their biggest lead of the half at 27-10 on McClellan’s dunk with 4:46 remaining.

Demarcus Bryant hit consecutive 3-pointers as the Tigers (3-7) outscored the Hurricanes 13-3 in the next 3:14. Jamal Norman’s dunk with 3:32 remaining ended the spurt and cut Miami’s lead to 30-23.

Bryant led the Tigers with nine points.

Two free throws each from Deandre Burnett and Rodriguez in the final 1:04 gave the Hurricanes a 34-23 lead at halftime.

Purdue finishes strong to take down in-state rival
 Associated Press

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Purdue dominated the first half Monday night, and then pulled away at the end for a 63-43 victory against in-state rival IPFW.

Having been shocked on Saturday in a 73-70 home loss to North Florida, the Boilermakers (7-2) bounced back with a 35-19 halftime lead against the Mastodons (5-3) and finished the game with a 19-6 burst after IPFW crawled within seven.

Kendall Stephens and A.J. Hammons led Purdue with 13 points each, and Isaac Haas added 10, all in the first half.

After leading by as many as 21 during the first half, Purdue allowed IPFW within 44-37 on Steve Forbes’ dunk with 10:28 to play.

Dakota Mathias countered with a 3-pointer at 9:43, and Vince Edwards added a layup at 9:04 to push the Boilermakers to a more comfortable 49-37.

Stephens’ 3-pointer with 3:07 left essentially iced it, giving Purdue a 58-41 cushion.

Purdue spotted the Mastodons a 3-0 lead, then countered with a 28-5 burst from the 17:49 mark through 8:03 when Stephens capped the run with a 3-pointer from the top of the arc.

IPFW started the game 3 of 22 from the field and finished the opening 20 minutes 7 of 31 (22.6 percent). Six of those missed shots were blocks by five different Boilermakers.

Using its superior size to the maximum, Purdue had 18 first-half points in the paint while IPFW had only four.

The Boilermakers out-rebounded the Mastodons 22-17 before intermission.

NHL | DEVS 2, HURRICANES 1; RANGERS 4, PENGUINS 3 (OT)

Rangers rebound from blown lead
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Kevin Klein, bloodied earlier by a high stick that ripped off part of his ear, fired in a slap shot 3:45 into overtime to give the New York Rangers a 4-3 victory over the Pittsburgh Penguins on Monday night.

Klein, a defensive blueliner, showed off his offensive skills recently, scored for the second straight game and for the sixth time this season, a career high. He rescued the Rangers, who blew a 3-1 lead late in the third period when Pittsburgh scored twice in 24 seconds to tie it.

Part of Klein’s left ear was severed and racketed during the game, Rangers coach Alain Vigneault said.

Nick Nash broke a second-period tie with his sixth goal in eight games, and Henrik Lundqvist returned to the net with 32 saves for New York.

Nash and J.T. Miller scored in the middle period to turn a one-goal deficit into a lead, and Kevin Hayes made it 3-1 with 7:02 left in the third. Lundqvist earned his third win in his past five appearances after sitting out New York’s 3-2 loss at Detroit on Saturday.

Nick Spaling staked Pittsburgh to a 1-0 lead in the first period, and Evgeni Malkin and Steve Downie scored in rapid succession in the third. Marc-Andre Fleury stopped 25 shots for the Penguins, who dropped two of three overall and two of three to the Rangers this season.

Malkin started the comeback with his 15th goal at 15:17, and Downie tied it with his fourth after Rangers defenceman Mike Staal couldn’t handle a bouncing puck. Downie also assisted on Spaling’s goal.

Pittsburgh wore its old-school, black-and-gold uniforms but fell to 9-2-2 on the road. New York has earned a point in eight of the last nine regular-season meetings with the Penguins (5-1-3).

The Rangers finished the first period and started the second on the power play, thanks to a 4-minute high-sticking penalty on Zach Hill that caused Klein’s cut.

New York didn’t take ad- vantage of the long power play, but tallied the tying and go-ahead goals 4:50 apart to take a 2-1 lead.

After Lundqvist made a save on a short-handed breakaway early in the second, the Rangers seemed to gain their legs and energy.

Miller tied it 1-all off a feed from Mats Zuccarello with 1:35 of the second for his second of the season. Nash put New York in front at 8:40 with his 10th goal — the second-most in the NHL.
LeBron, Cavs roll in front of royal audience

Hawks, Warriors snag double-digit road wins to continue long winning streaks

Associated Press

NEW YORK — LeBron James and the Cleveland Cavaliers turned a close game into a clinic after Britain's Prince William and his wife, Kate, grabbed court-side seats to watch them, beating the Brooklyn Nets 110-88 on Monday night.

Kevin Love was shooting free throws when the royal couple emerged from a tunnel with 7:14 remaining in the third quarter. Perhaps distracted by the loud roar, Love missed the second, leaving the game tied at 61.

But James, putting on a show that few others could, threw some sharp passes to go with his nine points in the period and the Cavs cruised from there to their seventh straight victory.

He finished with 18 points after joining Kyrie Irving and some Nets players in wearing “I Can't Breathe” shirts during warmups.

That would've been the story most nights, but he had to share it with the royals' arrival during their first visit to New York. They met earlier in the game with NBA Commissioner Adam Silver, celebrating a partnership between the Royal Foundation and the league to raise awareness about the importance of international wildlife conservation.

The buds built as officials began gathering near the tunnel at halftime for the couple, and it may have amp ed up the energy of the team, who had a quiet first half but took his game to another level in front of William and Kate, a day after saying it was an “honor” to have them watch him play.

James' biggest statement before then came during the pregame layup line. He and Irving, along with Kevin Garnett, Deron Williams and some other Nets, wore warmup shirts in support of the family of Eric Garner, who died July 17 after a police officer placed him in a chokehold when he was being arrested for selling loose, untaxed cigarettes.

A recording of Garner's arrest showed him gasping, "I can't breathe" during the fatal encounter, and thousands have protested a grand jury decision not to indict the officer since the announcement on Wednesday.

Williams had 13 points and 11 assists but shot 3 for 14 for the Nets, who played without injured starters Brook Lopez and Joe Johnson.

Love had 19 points and 14 rebounds. Dion Waiters came off Cleveland's bench for 26 points.

Hawks 108, Pacers 92

INDIANAPOLIS — Al Horford scored 25 points, and Jeff Teague added 21 as the Atlanta Hawks beat the Indiana Pacers 108-92 on Monday night.

Kyle Korver added 13 points for Atlanta, which won eight of its last nine games and seven straight.

The Hawks dominated early and never let up as they built a 28-18 first quarter lead. In building that lead Atlanta converted into 10 points. The Pacers finished with 17 turnovers that the Hawks used to score 15 points.

Pacers coach Frank Vogel was called for a technical foul with 7:05 to play. Korver converted the free throws to give Atlanta a 97-79 lead. It Vogel's second of the year.

Warriors 102, Timberwolves 86

MINNEAPOLIS — Stephen Curry overcame a rare off night from long range to post 21 points and seven assists and help the Golden State Warriors to their 13th consecutive win with a 102-86 victory over the Minnesota Timberwolves. Curry missed six of his seven 3-point attempts, but the top-ranked Warriors' defense forced the short-handed Timberwolves to shoot 36 percent and turn the ball over 19 times to improve an NBA-best 18-2. Klay Thompson added 21 points and the Warriors left holding their breath after Andrew Bogut left with a knee injury early in the first quarter.

**Belles suffer first conference loss of season**

By DANIEL O’BOYLE
Sports Writer

Trine snapped the Belles' three-game winning streak by beating Saint Mary's, 97: 66, on Saturday.

The Belles (3-4, 1-1 MAC) took a 15-9 lead only seven minutes into the game, but the Thunder (5-1, 2-0 MAC) soon closed the gap.

The game remained close for much of the first half, with the lead changing three more times and the teams level with under six minutes remaining in the half. However, Trine pulled away late, establishing a nine-point lead before two free throws in the last minute from junior forward Krista Knoop left the Belles behind, 42-35, entering the break.

Belles coach Jennifer Henley said she was impressed by her team's ability to match the Trine offense early in the game.

"In the first half, we kept trading baskets with Trine," Henley said. "We kept the game close."

The Thunder pulled away in the second half, however, scoring nine unanswered points within three minutes of the start of the period.

Trine continued to close the gap slightly, bringing the game within 11 points, but the Thunder continued to score, and Saint Mary's didn't keep up the offensive pace. The Thunder outscored Saint Mary's 38-18 in just over 10 minutes and eventually ended the game as 31-point victors.

Henley said her team was unable to cope with Trine's second-half adjustments, letting the Thunder score freely.

"In the second half, Trine packed the paint and took away our ability to score inside," Henley said. "We continued to struggle defensively and allowed them to attack the paint at the other end very easily."

Henley added that, although she thought her team could have performed better in the second half, Trine played well and has a lot of talent.

"We knew Trine was playing well," said Henley. "They are a completely different team last year with a lot of new faces, including several transfers and a new coach.

"They work hard and don't turn the ball over very much. I think they will surprise a lot of teams this season."

Senior forward Ariana Paul led the Belles in points with 18, as well as in rebounds, with six. Junior forward Elena Shea added 14 points and 2 blocks.

Despite the loss, the Belles will have many chances to succeed with some minor improvements, Henley said.

"My team has a lot of potential — we just have to get everyone on the same page defensively and not be driven so much emotionally by our offense," said Henley. "It's still pretty early in our season. We have such a great opportunity to compete this weekend as we travel to Hope College. We have to keep our focus as we prepare for finals too."

Saint Mary's will play at the Hope Classic this weekend, starting with a matchup against Hope at 5:30 p.m. Friday.

Contact Daniel O'Boyle at doboyle1@nd.edu
to the big guys and getting some buckets.”

Mount St. Mary’s is the last opponent Notre Dame will play before it starts its ACC season with a game against Florida State this Saturday. The Irish, however, play three more non-conference games, including a matchup with Purdue at the Crossroads Classic in Indianapolis, before resuming ACC play against Georgia Tech on Jan. 3.

Brey said Notre Dame will focus on a few key areas over the course of its remaining nonconference schedule.

“Not having slippage defensively, staying on that, keeping that in the forefront,” Brey said of the key to the next few games. “We’re trying to improve as a defensive rebounding team. I think that’s an area we’re going to always have to look at. What forwards are we using off the bench that could be by committee — and what do we do with another guard? ... I think those are things we need to look at here up until Christmas.”

Notre Dame will try to focus on these areas when it hosts a Mount St. Mary’s team coming off a 74-65 win over Loyola (Maryland). The Mountaineers, who have played only one home game this season, have dropped road contests at No. 3 Arizona, Seton Hall and Wake Forest.

Mount St. Mary’s has shot 40.2 percent from the field this season, well behind Notre Dame’s nationally leading mark of 55.8 percent. The Mountaineers have been led by graduate student forward Kristijan Krajina, who is first on the team with 9.2 points per game and second with 4.8 rebounds per game.

Even with a conference opener against the Seminoles looming, the Irish will be careful not to overlook Mount St. Mary’s, Brey said.

“I’m not as concerned about [a letdown],” Brey said. “I think we’ve been kind of a poor team, and who are we to look past anybody?”

Notre Dame aims to extend its winning streak to five games when the Irish meet Mount St. Mary’s tonight. Tip-off is scheduled for 7 p.m. at Purcell Pavilion.

Contact Brian Hartnett at bhartnett@nd.edu

---

Irish senior guard/forward Pat Connaughton takes a jump shot during Notre Dame’s 75-57 win over Fairleigh Dickinson at Purcell Pavilion on Saturday night. Connaughton led all scorers with 19 points Saturday, shooting 8-for-13 from the field.

“All-American Pat Feeney finished close behind in 21.63, competing unattached. Sophomore Emily Carson, after finishing fifth in the 60-meter dash, posted a 5.81 meter mark in the long jump to win the event.

Freshman distance runner Celena Guerrero also posted a victory in the first meet of her collegiate career with a 5:07.90 time in the mile run.

Similarly, on the men’s side, freshman distance runner Billy Dolan claimed the top spot in the mile at 4:16.53.

Senior Keith Mesidor won the long jump with a distance of 6.89 meters, and freshman Hunter Holton won the high jump at 2.00 meters.

In the weight throw, senior Ihoma Nwoguugwu took first place with a distance of 17.34 meters, while Morris finished second.

The Irish also claimed the titles in both the men’s and women’s 1,600 meter relays.

“I think we’ve been kind of a poor team, and who are we to look past anybody?”

Notre Dame aims to extend its winning streak to five games when the Irish meet Mount St. Mary’s tonight.

Contact Andrew Robinson at arobins6@nd.edu
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percent. She also turned the ball over a game-high seven times.

Despite those numbers, Loyd did collect a game-high 31 points, tying her career best, as well as four steals, also a career high. McGraw praised Loyd’s performance Saturday.

“I think Jewell has [that toughness],” McGraw said. “I thought Jewell was the best player on the floor, but we didn’t give her any help at all, and I think we’re capable of more.”

Loyd had 17 of her points come in the first half on 11 shots, but ran into trouble in the second stanza, throwing up 16 shots, half of the team’s field goal attempts in the half, and connecting on just five of them.

Both Loyd and sophomore guard Lindsay Allen faced double and even triple teams throughout the game, as the Huskies (6-1) tried to shut down Notre Dame’s leaders in scoring and assists, respectively.

“The double teams affected us a little bit,” Allen said. “We worked on it a bit in practice ... but it definitely slowed us down, which was the point.”

Although those double teams left players open, the Irish were unable to capitalize. The problem, McGraw said, was that younger team members looked to Loyd to carry them down the stretch.

“It was us,” McGraw said when asked about Connecticut’s defense. “We looked like a deer in headlights. We made some shots early, and when things are going good, I think that’s the kind of thing a young team, they’re going to roll along with it. But when things [went] bad, Jewell was the only one who really wanted the ball.”

Another issue was Notre Dame’s weakness on the boards, where the Irish were out-rebounded 52-34, with the absence of freshman forward Brianna Turner. Turner is out with a right shoulder injury, robbing the Irish of their best post player.

“The game was lost on the boards,” McGraw said. “We just went soft. It was very disappointing.”

In addition to rebounding and defense, McGraw said her front court simply did not perform like they should have when presented with shot opportunities.

“They sagged [on defense]. They sagged, daring us to shoot the jumper,” McGraw said. “And that’s something we worked on in practice, but we didn’t look like we did. We froze a lot on offense. We stopped moving, we stopped screening, we pretty much stopped doing everything.”

The key to fixing these problems is more experience and players stepping up in the locker room, McGraw said.

“There’s a couple of people who have a little bit of toughness,” McGraw said. “But sometimes it’s a quiet toughness. I think Lindsay has a quiet competitive spirit, but we need a vocal leader. We need somebody to be the one to get everyone fired up and ready to go, and Jewell is trying real hard to do that, but she has enough jobs. I’d like somebody else to do that.”

McGraw did not offer any suggestions of which player that might be but did say she thought the loss could provide the team with valuable experience down the road.

“I think, in the long run, this could be good for us,” she said. “We can learn a lot from it.”

The Irish have a short turnaround to learn these lessons, as they take on No. 25 DePaul on Wednesday in Chicago. Tip-off is scheduled for 9 p.m.

Contact Greg Hadley at ghadley@nd.edu
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Connecticut may have dominated Notre Dame this weekend, but there is plenty of basketball left to be played. While some may place great stock in momentum swings and confidence-building wins, the Irish are young enough, and Muffet McGraw is a good enough coach to make sure that her team will move on.

In the grand scheme of the 2014-2015 season, one nonconference loss in December will not sink the Irish, just as a win would not have defined them. If anything, with such a youthful squad, McGraw is fortunate now to have the chance to examine what went wrong and see how her team responds to adversity.

The other good news on the night is that freshman forward Brianna Turner’s right shoulder injury is not as serious as it could have been. She is officially listed as day-to-day.

The Irish absolutely need Turner to have any chance against Connecticut if the two meet again. The Huskies won the rebound battle, 52-34, and put up 44 points in the paint, compared to 28 from Notre Dame.

Gennaro Auricemma’s squad was simply too big and too long for the Irish to contain. At several points, 5-foot-11 senior guard Madison Cable or 5-foot-10 junior guard Jewell Loyd were tasked with containing reigning AP Player of the Year junior forward Breanna Stewart, who is 6-foot-4. She had no problem scoring 15 points and collecting nine rebounds. That left sophomore forward Taya Reimer and senior forward Markisha Wright to try to contain senior center Kiah Stokes and redshirt sophomore Morgan Tuck. They were not up to the task. Stokes grabbed 18 rebounds in 24 seconds and Tuck scored a career-high 25 points.

If the 6-foot-3 Turner had been healthy, the entire dynamic of the game could have changed. Maybe Loyd would not have to attempt 27 field goals in a desperate comeback attempt. Maybe Stewart, Stokes and Tuck would not have been as dominant inside. Maybe.

Turner’s absence is not a complete excuse for the loss. Junior guard Michaela Mabrey, the best 3-point shooter on the squad, was a ghost on the floor Saturday. She went 0-for-7 from the field, 0-for-5 from behind the arc and grabbed only one rebound in 29 minutes. The least that can be said for her is that she did not turn the ball over.

In fact, not a single player in Notre Dame’s starting lineup shot better than 36 percent yesterday. They also combined for 16 turnovers. That’s not good enough to beat Connecticut, with or without Turner.

But the season, like Notre Dame, is still young. And while obviously no one on the Irish bench wants to lose, perhaps it’s best that they did.

There’s no shame in losing to Connecticut, and McGraw has repeatedly said that a group this young will take its lumps early. Maybe it’s best to simply get the defeat out of the way and remind everyone on the team what it is like to lose. It lowers outside expectations and could give the Irish a chip on their shoulder that McGraw can call upon later.

Ultimately, nothing was at stake for Notre Dame on Saturday night that hasn’t been before. It has already beaten Connecticut. It has already gone undefeated through the regular season. It has already defended its home court time and time again.

The Irish had nothing to prove to themselves, to their fans, to the media or to the Huskies. Sure, a win would have been nice, but if Notre Dame advances to the Final Four or the NCAA championship again, no one will care about whatever happened in December.

In recent years, Notre Dame could beat Connecticut in the regular season but not come tournament time. Maybe this is the year that changes.

Contact Greg Hadley at ghadley@nd.edu

Irish coach Muffet McGraw looks on during Notre Dame’s 76-58 loss Saturday to Connecticut at Purcell Pavilion.
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Happy Birthday: Follow the trends and observe how others respond around you this year, and you will figure out how to maneuver your way through the ups and downs that come your way. Gains can be made if you make a move or adjust your current living situation. Embrace knowledge and new possibilities, and you will discover talents you never realized you possessed. Your numbers are 2, 17, 21, 26, 38, 45.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): It’s full speed ahead. Refuse to let an emotional matter blow up, causing you to miss out on an opportunity. Experience is the engine for success and will enable you to expand your interests and goals. Love is highlighted.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Rely on those you trust and respect. Don’t get angry about the suggestions made. Listen carefully and you will find a way to use the information you receive in a positive manner. Self-improvement project will bring good results.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Your efforts to help a cause will not be in vain, but could be met with opposition. Do not let these negative influences get the better of you. Love is in the stars.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Emotional matters will fade if you have been inconsistent. Don’t let uncertainty about your future stand between you and an opportunity to enhance your professional relationships. Try to understand the background or history of your peers.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Socialize and you will attract enthusiastic people interested in helping you bring about the changes you feel strongly about making. A money deal or contract will face some glitches due to a lack of conformity. Do your best to present conservative alternatives.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your efforts to help a cause will not be in vain, but could be met with opposition. Do not let these negative influences get the better of you. Love is in the stars.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Take the initiative and make things happen. You can make a difference if you follow through with your beliefs and make your voice heard. Romance will bring positive results in your love life. Make positive changes at home.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Get to work and show everyone what you can do. It’s up to you to manipulate your vocational situation to help you market your talent and protect your position. Use your experience, quick response and insight to get ahead.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Withhold secret information that someone else may be able to utilize against you. Use your knowledge, experience and versatility to improve your personal life. Greater emphasis on important relationships will pay off. Anticipate positive changes at home.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Let situations unfold naturally. It is best not to interfere or get in the middle of someone else’s agenda. Concentrate on personal concerns and how you best see yourself moving forward. Take care of your own concerns.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Explore new avenues, meet interesting people and share your views. Be a participant and your help and encouragement will be rewarded. An important relationship can be taken to the next level. Options for professional advancement are open.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Rely on the people you know you can trust. Do not share personal information that has the potential to damage your reputation or prospects. Connect with someone from your past. Youngsters can offer an innocent point of view.

Birthday Baby: You are expressive, caring and direct. You are outgoing and independent.
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**Irish crack top 25**

By BRIAN HARTNETT
Managing Editor

No. 25 Notre Dame will play its first game as a ranked team this season when the Irish meet Mount St. Mary’s tonight at Purcell Pavilion.

Notre Dame (8-1) grabbed the last spot in Monday’s AP Poll after winning both of its games last week, a 79-78 overtime victory over then-No. 19 Michigan State on Saturday, and its biggest win of the season against Fairleigh Dickinson, but they only hit 23.5 percent of attempts from 3-point range.

The “others receiving votes” category.

The area where we have grown showed up Saturday. “We weren’t in the best of offensive rhythms. We’re a great shooting team, but there are nights when you’re not on your game, and you’re not going to be shooting the ball particularly well,” he said Saturday. “You just have to figure out how to positively affect the game in other ways, and I thought we did that by attacking the basket, shooting the free throws, dishing it off — offense isn’t going great, but we are able to guard. We are able to go back and be mentally tough enough to still defend.”

Irish senior guard/forward in the season.”

“i wasn’t expecting that at all,” Turner said. “These were positives from our team going forward in the season.”

Senior Jade Barber was another standout for Notre Dame, taking first place in both the 60-meter hurdles and the 100-meter dash. In the 200-meter race, Notre Dame runners finished in three of the three medal positions. Senior sprinter Chris Giestings finished first with a time of 21.30 seconds, and former Irish standout and second-place finisher Ashlyn Rambo. Her effort was enough to break the previous season record of 2:48.18.

ND TRACK AND FIELD

The Irish men’s and women’s teams opened their seasons with successful results across the board, capturing first place in 22 of the 30 events and breaking two school records at the Blue & Gold Invitational held at Loftus Sports Center on Friday.

Notre Dame hosted four men’s programs and five women’s programs for the season’s inaugural meet – the women’s team from Northern Illinois, and both men’s and women’s squads from Bethel, Detroit Mercy, DePaul and Marquette.

The event was highlight by the record-breaking performances of senior thrower Emily Morris and freshman middle distance runner Jessica Harris. Morris crushed the field in the shot put, winning by a margin of 1.07 meters over the nearest competitor. She surpassed Notre Dame’s previous 15.64-meter record on each of her three throws, with her second throw being the longest at 16.02 meters.

Harris, at her first meet in an Irish uniform, impressed by pulling away from the field in the 1,000-meter run, coming in at a time of 2:46.47 to finish ahead of her freshman teammate and second-place finisher Ashlyn Rambo. Her effort was enough to break the previous season record of 2:48.18.

**ND WOMEN’S BASKETBALL**

**Lack of toughness hurt Notre Dame against UConn**

By GREG HADLEY
Associate Sports Editor

Reflecting on her team’s 76-58 loss to Connecticut on Saturday, Muffet McGraw said what disappointed her most was not No. 5 Notre Dame’s rebounding woes, defensive struggles or poor shooting. What really displeased the Irish coach was the lack of toughness from her squad, as the Irish (8-1) first failed to hold on to a 10-point lead, then came up short in their effort to rally from a 20-point deficit. “I don’t think we’re tough enough,” McGraw said. “I don’t think we have the mentality of toughness that the last four teams have had.”

Irish senior guard Jewell Loyd shot 37 percent from the field and made five of 18 3-pointers. Junior guard Jewell Loyd shot 37 percent from the field, down from her season average of 50 percent from the field against Fairleigh Dickinson to 37.7 percent defense, which held Fairleigh Dickinson to 37.7 percent shooting overall.

“So early in the season. Said he was excited about the record-breaking performances of senior thrower Emily Morris and freshman middle distance runner Jessica Harris on Saturday.

That’s the bad news. The good news is that this is December, not April.
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**Saturday was just one loss on a long road for the Irish**

In some ways, No. 5 Notre Dame’s 76-58 loss to No. 2 Connecticut on Saturday was eerily similar to its national championship loss to the Huskies last season.

Once again, Connecticut dominated in the paint, as Notre Dame’s top post player was sidelined by injury. Once again, the Irish guards desperately tried to keep their team in the game, going one-on-one and throwing up dozens of shots. Once again, at game’s end, Irish fans sat in stunned silence after starting the game with raucous enthusiasm. Even the score was practically identical, 79-58 in the NCAA championship and 76-58 this weekend.

That’s the bad news. The good news is that this is December, not April.

**Morris, Harris break school records**

By ANDREW ROBINSON
Sports Writer
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